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ABSTWZ CT
This investigation is concerned w' t.h the general motion of a
variable-mass flexible missile with internal flow and aerodynamic
forces. The present formulation extends previous work under the
NASA Research Grant NGR 36-004-030 by including the aerodynamic
forces. The resulting formulation comprises six ordinary differential
equations for the rigid body motion and three partial differential
equations for the elastic motion. The simultaneous differential
equations are nonlinear and possess time-dependent coefficients.
Since no closed-form solution care be expected, the differential
equations are being solv ,d ry a semi-analytical method leading to
a set of purely ordinar,- dif^• erential equations which are then
solved numerically. A computer program has been developed for the
numerical solution and results for a given set of initial conditions
are presented.
1
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1. Introduction
Investigations of the behavior of a rocket in flight can be
i
divided for the most part into two major classes according to the
mathematical models: the first is concerned with a rigid missile of
variable mass and the second with a flexible missile of constant mass.
The treatment of the missile as a rigid-body of time-dependent
mass has been adequately covered by many resE:archers, including
Grubin l , Dryer 2 , and Leitmann	 The ballistic trajectories of spin
and fizi-stabilized rigid bodies are treated in the book by Davis, Follin,
and Blitzer4.
A considerable amount of effort has been devoted to the analysis
of an elastic body subjected to longitudinal acceleration. For example,
Semi(_- 5 1,a6 treated the effect of Loth a compressive and a tensile force
cn Uh—:e Frequencies and mode shapes of transverse vibration of a con-
tinuous slender body. Others, such as Beal 6 have been concerned with
the problem of buckling instability of a uniform bar subjected to an
end thrust as well as with the change in the body natural frequencies
as a result of that thrust. These investigations regard the mass of
thu body as constant in time.
A series of reports by Miles, Young, and Fowler ? offers a compre-
hensive treatment of a wide range of subjects associated with-the
dynamics of missiles, including fuel sloshing. The report by Keith et alb
also covers a wide range of subjects associated with the dynamics of
* See References listed at the end of this work.
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missiles. Again the mass variation is not accounted for.
`
	
	
Attempts have been made to consider simultaneously the mass var-
iation and missile flexural elasticity by investigators such as
Birnbaum9 and Edelen 10 . Both were concerned with solid-fuel rockets
and neither of them included the axial elasticity of the missile. On
the other hand, Price 11 investigated the internal flow in a solid-fuel
rocket and ignored entirely the vehicle motion. An attempt to synthe-
size the problem of rocket dynamics has been made by Meirovitch and
Weziey 12 . This .latter work accounts for the mass variation, rigid-body
translation and rotation, and axial and transverse deformations but
it assumes the motion to be planar, which exludes spinning rockets.
A later work by Meirovitch 13,14 does away with the restriction of planar
motion and considers the general motion of a variable-mass flexible
missile.
This investigation represents an extension of References 13, 14
and it includes the aerodynamic effects on the missile during its flight
through the atmosphere.
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2. Equations of Motion for a General Variable--Mass System 
By a variable-mass system we understand a system of changing
composition. To examine this concept more closely we envision a
control volume in space and assume that the amount of matter
within the control volume may change with time, although the shape
of the control volume is fixed. Since the system composition changes,
it is not proper to equate the time-derivative of the sum of momenta
associated with the particles to the sum of the time derivatives,
because the summation involves different sets of particles at
different times.	 In this case, the proper procedure for obtaining
the equations of motion is to write the force equation in the form
where the rate of change of the momentum, p, is derived by
y a lir.;iting process consisting of calculating p at two different
instants, a time interval At apart, dividing the difference of the
two values by 6t, and letting &t-- ,--O.	 In so doing, we enure that
the same total mass is involved, although at one time it is entirely
inside the control voltune and at the other time part of the mass is
'i outside.
Let us consider a certain volume in space at time t, namely
the control volume enclosed by the control surface shown in solid
line in Figure 1.	 If the control volume is fixed in an inertial space,
r
t The material presented in this and in several of the following
sections parallels closely that of References 13 and 14.
*A wavy line under the symbol denotes a vector quantity or operation.
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then it is shown in Reference 15 (p. 96) that the force equation
	 ^1
has the form
F= F t F = a	 dz^ V(Qv.aA)	 cl,
-a t . 
r-Y
	 CS
where FS anu F  are the resultants of the surface and body forces,
respectively, acting upon the system.
More pertinent to the present discussion is a control volume
translating and rotating relative to an inertial space. Further it
will be convenient to assume that part of the :natter is fixed in the
control volume while part of it moves relative to it. Denoting by
x,y,z a system of axes fixed in the control volume, so that they , can
be regarded as a set of body axes translating and rotating in spare,
the force equation can be written
F a dM = [a+v + 2w x v +c:jx r t w x(c• ;cr )] ^"^ (2)S» M r	 .+	 A	 ..i.	 r ^. r	 ...+ r r	 V .	 ft... -
J v M	 M
in which a is the absolute acceleration of the mass element dM, a is
%,	 -- 0
the acceleration of the origin 0 of the system x,y,z, w is the angularM
velocity vector of axes x,3 ► ,z, and r is the position of dM relative to
these axes. If we recogni-:e that if the body axes were fixed in the
inertial space, the only term to survive in Eq. (2) would be S
m
 v  dM,^
where M  is the mass moving relative to the control volume, then from
Eqs . (1) and (2)  we conQl.ude that
0i ^•	 air .w...rw+ J,	 VAI M.
6
Fs t FQ	 i 	`'' d v +	 v_( v_ r. dA1p ^cs p
+ Sa o +2wxv_ +wxr +wx(Lixr cdM
M
where the partial derivative 	 is to be calculated by regarding
axes x,v,z as fixed. It is convenient to introduce the following
equivalent forces
F' --2.Jx	 vdM
,^ G	 w	
M; -
F- - a 	 vd M^. U r	 a t, M M
F
Eta v( ,p v•olA.^	 - --
A
where FC is recognized as the Coriolis force, FU is a force due to the
unsteadiness of the relative motion, and FR is referred to as a reactive
force. With this notation, Eq. (3) becomes
fs +F *F +F + F =	 L q o +c)xr +wx(cjxr)]dM (5)U R
M
The terms on the right side of Eq. (5) may be regarded as pertaining to
r
a rigid body of instantaneous mass M.
In a similar manner, the torque equation about the origin 0 can be
written
(3)
(4)
IN5+ N g+ N it N u+-N p = I [ c o t w x r + w x (L, x r) I d M
M
where
U^= -2	 r  (^-vxv)d''M
rxvdMv	 at M -
N R = - (rx v_) Cp v - dA
A
The significance of the various torques is self-evident. Moreover,
the expression for N N can be easily explained by recalling that a/at
implies a time rate of change with axes x,y,z regarded as fixed.
The above equations must Oe supplemented by the continuity equation
Y•dA = - a	 dM
CS 
^.^.	 w	 ^^ CV
which expresses the fact that the net efflux rate of mass across the
control surface must equal the rate of mass decrease inside the control
volume.
Equations (5) and (6) can be given an interesting physical inter-
pretation by recalling that the system comprises one part solid and
another part of changing composition, and observing that the right
sides of these equations represent the motion of the system. as if it
were rigid in its entirety. Equations (5) and (6) can be regarded as
7
(6)
(7)
(8)
i,
V
t
r
the equations of :notion of a fictitious rigid bony of instantaneous
mass M, provided that the actual sur`ace and body forces acting upon
the system are supplemented by three equivalent forces, namely the
Coriolis force, the force due to t'.1e unsteadiness of the relative
motion, and the reactive force. This statement is sometimes referred
to as the "principle of solidification for a system of changing
composition" (Reference 16, p. 13).
8
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3.	 The Rigid-Body Motion of a Rocket.
The formulation of Section 2 is ideally suited for treating
problems associated with the motion of 1 rocket. Although a rocket
is in general flexiiile, a first-approximatien solution for its dynamic
behavior can be obtained by regarding it as rigid. The mathematical
model of the rocket is assumed to comprise a long cylindrical shell
t.
open at the aft end and closed at the fore end. The inner part of the
rocket consists of the propellant which surrounds a cylindrical cavity
whose axis coincides with the rocket's longitudinal axis, nariely axis
x in Figure 2. The cavity plays the role of the combustiDn chamber
as it contains the burned gas which flows relative to the shell until
expelled through a nozzle at the aft end. This mathematical model is
more representative of a solid-fuel rather than a liquid-fuel rocket.
s	 We consider first the case Jn which the rocket shell is rigid.
Let us assume that the inissile has rotational symmetry, so that
SMydM =	 zdM = 0, and sinceM
r =^yltzk ,	 w =w x i,+- wyj + w Z k	 (9)y	 %.	
-	
.. M
Eq. (5) can be written as
F + 1'9 +F +F^+FR-(" I a +wx X * OI 1 + wX(W _V x i,d M) (lo)
SM 	 M^	 err r	 .r ti	 ...M
or
tFS ^. F + F + F + fR = M a o — [Cwy♦ ^Z) i -(cJL+ ^,^wyI^ ^- C^^y wXC^Z)x of 1`1u
(11)
rj	 ^
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while Eq. (6) can be written as
s N e + N i t N +N R = ^— CX x x 'L dM + _rx ^wx r +wx(cjx r )^ d M..	
M ..
	
M	
..
-- - a O x x -t or 1`1 + L + w	 L	 (12)M r
where
-	 I xX Ci.),	 ^y CA) Y 	 z w=^^ t C I x , wx +Tyywy- 1,, L wz ) .^.	 s
+	 lIx wx'I Y 	 Y ^" IzZ.CJt)	 (13)
is the angular momentum of the vehicle about the origin 0 and L' isr
the rate of change of L due to the change in the bcdy angular velocity
relative to the body axes. It is obtained by replacing the components
of w by the components of w in Eq. (13). The quantities
7, x = M C y z + Z ,	 , I 
YY 
= (?2+z2 )d M 	 I ZZ =	 '_+y2) C1 M
`1	 M
1 ;( .y = S x y d M	 I,XZ = -A z dM , I  =
	
y Z o1 M
	
(14)
n	 M
are the instantaneous moments and products of inertia of the vehicle
about the body axes. We note that in our case the moments of inertia
are time-dependent because of the mass variation.
There remains to derive explicit expressions for the actual and
equivalent forces and torques. The surface force consists of the
aerodynamic force on the vehicle wetted area and the pressure force
^a
11
w
across the exit area. Denoting by fA the aerodynamic force per unit
of the wetted area Aw , by p  the pressure acros '-he exit area A e , and
by pa the atmospheric pressure, the surface force takes the form
F5 =	 f d A	 t ( pe - pc,)A, L 	 (15)
Aw
Assuming that the gravitational field is uniform, the body force is
simply
F B = m 9 dx = N19L--	 ^- (16)
where L is the length of the rocket, m the distributed mass, and g
•	 r
the acceleration due to gravity. Assuminq that the flow everywhere
is along the x-axis, with the possible exception of the exit point, we
r
^.=	 have
(17)
Moreover, assuming that the flow across the cross-sectional area is
uniform, the Coriolis force can be written
r
r..
F^= -2w x v m^ dx = 2Cw Z J -Wyk) vm;dxL	 b 	 L
_-2CwZ j- cJy k) C MCI
	
dx
^-	 L	 x
where use has been made of the continuity equation, namely
6
V r", = -
	 m Ci
x
(18)
(19)
1Y	 •	 +
+
	 12
Equation (19) results from the continuity equation, Eq. (8), by
considering a control volume from a point x to the closed end of the
vehicle. In Eq. (19), m  denotes fluid mass per unit length at point
x, b is the distance from the vehicle mass center to the closed end,
m is the mass rate of change per unit length, and & is a dummy variable
of integration. Similarly, the force due to the flow unsteadiness
takes the form
b
V7
 U	 v Mm dx
	
bt	 m dk) dxj 1,	 (20)L	
L	
X
Finally, the reactive force can be written as
	
FR = - [^,^C YV m^) + ^CY v_rn^) ^(x)] d x = v v m^	 (21)
^	 x^
where the symbol x  indicates that the quantity vvm f is to be evaluated
at the exit point. The integrand in Eq. (21) can be easily derived
by assuming one-dimensional flow along the x-axis. It will be noticed
that the expression makes allowance for possible abrupt changes in the
flow pattern, as would occur if the rocket engine were to be gimbaled
at a certain angle with respect to the x-direction. This is reflected
by the second tern in the integrand, in which d(x) is a spatial Dirac's
delta function. Letting the flow direction at the exit be defined with
re: ct to axes x	 z b the direction cosines k	 ,	 , respect-
.Y^	 Y	 xR	 yR	 zR	 p
ively, and using the continuity equation, Eq. (19), the reactive force
becomes
R - - r'1 YCx e,t^ 	I 'XR L  + tyRj t 'Q ZR kI	 (22)
!w'i 	 `P
13
0.
where M represents the total mass rate of change which, of course,
is a negative quantity.
The forces F and F can be written in the form&. S 	 - R
	
fS t- FR = F + F?	 (23)
where FA denotes the aerodynamic forcew
FA =	 fA d A,, c24 )
L1• w
and FT
 is the "engine thrust"
E.T = (p^- pa )A e L + M I Y(Xe it) ( t lR L t,Q yR j4- 1 Z 10	 (25)
In an analogous manner, the torques are obtained as
N
N A =	 rs x ^A, d Aw
A w
N T = - a lMI v(x t;t)C)-ZR 
- 'PY a
Ng= 0
b►^ J^- - z(w y ^ +wz1^^ x C md^)d x
^-	 L	 x
N- U 0
(26)
in which r  is the radius vector to a point on the rocket surface and
a is the distance from the origin 0 to the exit point.
f:
Using Eqs. (16) , (18) , (20) , (24) , (25) and (26) , Eqs. (11) and (12)
become
.
M d
2	 •
.. o _ [(cj
^' +cvL) L - (cv, +w co',, t (w - w Cd	 ] x d ("I =C1 t	 Y	 x	 y x z
M
r
TA d A W + C p,- p,,,,) A e *L+ I M I VNe it)C - ,;l ^ 1y RJ -+1 1. s I )Aw	 b	
b
	
+ M g - 2 ( w= j — c.w y 	 n, d3) dx - ^{ C r;-, d%)d%l i, ( 27)
w L x	 L x
. i	 d Ro 46
L + cixL - t x x ^dM= r5xfAdAW-C1 	 alMl^(x^t)t^iaj'^yak^^.	 M	 6 Aw
	
2(w+jw'. L.<	 7C	 an d%) cl x	 (28)
M	 L	 x
Next let us introduce the notation
14
.
Ro = U ^ ♦ V* }Wk (29)
for the velocity of the center of mass of the missile in terms of
components along the moving axes, use the fact that the missile is
symmetric, and assume that x,y, and z are principal axes, such that
the products of inertia vanish and I yy = I zZ . Under these circumstances
Eqs. (27) and (28) can be shown to have the components
I"I[U^Wwy-V``'Z]`(wy+w) 
xdM ` FA, +(p,-pa)Ae+ IMI v('Xe.,t) IXR
M 9 -- L	 at ( rnd	 dx(30a)
	
L	 x
M v t UCJi
 Ww.^j t ((3, + wx wy) x d M = FA + I M I Cx e ^^ .Q y R ^' N1 9 .:^M	 y	 b	 -^
'- zCO Z	 V'n C1	 dx	 (30b)
L	 'A
15
1
i
M	 V w,- Uwy^ - (C) .y 	 wL) x J M = FAZ +	 v(X 'j) ,PL a t M 9 •k
b
+ z cvy	 m c1 	 C,?K ( 30c)
and	 L x
xx wx = N Ax	 (31a)
I yy wy + cwx`JL ( Ixx I yy) -(W + vwx-Uwy) x d M = N AyM
,	 b
- a l r'1 I vCxe,tVZR - 2cJ y x C r;r, d^) olx
L	 x (31b)
Iyy wL — wxwyCl X ^- Iyy ) + (V+UwZ -1n/w,^) xdi''1 = N ALM
t^	
b
+ a I ► 1 I v('Xet) .Py R - 2cJ1
 X ( m d^ )dx (31c)
L	 x
where the definitions
^f.jJ f d A	 = x - d A	 _
f w Aw
r A W Fk 	 ' 1	 r5 J1	 A C1 Nw w N A
A
y
^`	 k fA d A.	 = F A L k	 r` x -F* d A. = N Az..... ^^± ^ ^	 A	 Jw ^ y A (32)
were used.
r
In order to conform to the more traditional notation we define a
set of axes, as shown in Figure 3, where XYZ are a set of inertial
i
i	 ,
axes with Z pointing downward. Next we consider a rotation ^ about
axis Z to obtain the set x l y l z l (yaw), a rotation 0 about the yl axis
to obtain the set x 2y 2 z 2 (pitch), and a rotation m about the x 2 axis
to obtain the set xyz (roll). The relationships between the inertial
*
and the moving coordinate systems are
L	 + GO 5 `Y^^ - SO W
	
= CS ^ s e L^' — c^ SY^I. + CS^SBS^YfG^c^'^ j ^ + 5^c0 k 	(33)
k =(C	 t9c'v+ 5
	L'+(CO50Sy'-s¢&)	 C	 19 kj
Moreover, the angular velocities, in terms of the rate of change of
o, 0 1 ^ are
16
W%
.= ^ - 1^ s e
.	 4to y = e c^ -+- 1`' ` r G s5
(34)
wZ _ _e s o + V' Corn
while the velocity of the origin 0 has the :-following components along
the inertial axes
kx =U COcy •^ V (SOS Gc*-- Cos y
 ) -F W (0619`"'+50 s1k)
Roy= U CC) s+V (5 45e s'' t cO C`Y) + / (G0505(/'-S4C_LP)(35)
Rf. OZ "V	 CO f WGd)GO
* The abbreviations cosh=c^, sino=so, etc., are used throughout
this investigation.
I1
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Equations ( 30) , ( 31) , (34)  and (35)  are sufficient to define the
position and orientation of the missile as a function of time.
Under certain circumstances Eqs. (30) and (31) can be simplified
appreciably. First, let us assume: that the flow is steady and that
the missile is not controlled, which implies that kxK	 1 ' iyR	 EzR	 0'
so that Eqs . (30)  and ( 31) reduce to
MN tWw y - V Cjt C wr 4- wz ) x d ^ = FAQ + (^^_ Pa ) pi e
w
•
I"1 Y+ UwZ — W w 'I+(w z -wx wy ^ x dM = FAytM 9 : -ZLd , grind?) CJx
M	 -	 L 76
MP•	 ^+vwX- UCj - (c,) y -cO ;X COZ) x d M = FA Lt M9 _ ^+ZLJ	 bC md^) dxN	 r	 xL
(36)
and
A x (:i lk  = N A x
IW;JY +4j7 uWZ(I xX IYy )-(Qt. VCJ ;K- Uwy)^%-Irl = N, - z.w7 x^ri, A?)C1S^L
bx^xIyy c^ - c^ w CI -I + 0+ Uwz -Wwx) 1( CIM = NA t -zw Z IX( tnas )alxz	 x y	 y y
M	 L x
(37)
Next assume that the origin of the coordinate system is at the center
of mass, located at x = 0, and that the origin does not shift due to
the mass variation (see, for example, Reference 16, p. 15). This is
particularily true when the fuel rate of burning is proportional to
the mass at any point of the rocket. Hence, from the definition of
the center of mass
xdM =0 (38)
1
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and using
i9 = 9['C
Eqs. (36) and (37) become
^[ U *Wc,^y'Vc^)z, = FAQ	 0	 g SO
•	 b
Nl [ V + U wL - W w	 F ci,+ (`1 9 s ^ e - 2 	 C rn d ^) d z
^ x
bM[W+VW'-Uc.,y^ = FAZ +M c¢ c9 +zwy \^ C md^)dx9	 J	 x
and
T xx wx ; NA-x
b
I y y cby + cu,, cv2 C ^.^x- ly y) = Na y - Z w y -x an d d x
L	 x
bI y  cvz c,^X w y C ^xx- TYY ) — ^'A Z - z w z x c M as )dx
x
The last two of Eqs. (40) can be rearranged as
(39)
(40)
b
Ito + w w ( Ixx _^) _ N — 2 w	 x ( ^, cl dxyy [ 7	 % z I	 ,y	 y
YY	 L	 x
bZ yy 4, z _ w,wy ( Ix-x _. ► )] 
= Nq Z
 - z co z
 ^ C r'^ , d ^^ dx
Iyy	
L	 x
and, because IYY>>I XX , Eqs. (41) can be reduced to
b
Iyy ci -w x c)	 = Na y - zc.^ y xC m CI (Ax
b
I y y (w L
 i- w x wy^ = N A z - Z cv Z x C m CIS) d-A
A
(41)
(42)
s.
1
1
i
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4 • The Equations of Motion of a Flexible Ro!-ket 	 V
When the rocket casing can undergo elastic deformations the
problem requires further attention. To this end, consider a rocket
translating and rotating relative to the inertial space X,Y,Z, as 	
1
shown in Figure 2. As the control volume, we consider the volume occupied)
by a rocket element of unit length when the vehicle is at rest relative
to the body axes x,y,z. Figure 4 shows the corresponding element.
Because the rocket shell is elastic, the entire mass associated with
the control volume in question can move relative to that volume. The
rocket case and unburned fuel are assumed to move together and their
motion is different from the motion of the burned fuel, so that it will
prove convenient to denote the motions and mass associated with the case
element by the subscript c and the ones related to the burned fuel
element by the subscript f. In analogy with Eq. (2), and considering
the rocket element shown in Figure 4, we can write the force equation
of motion in the form
f 5
 + f Q =a o+v + Z w x v, ♦ wx r^, + wx (co x )I d m
m^
r
+[a.+ + 2 y  v;,+cwx r^ t cwx(wx r^)^ dm (43)
^m
where fs and fB are distributed surface and body forces, respectively,
yc is the elastic motion of a point inside the case element, and o f is
the fluid velocity relative to the body axes. It will be assumed that
the elastic motion is the same for the entire case element, and a similar
statement can be made concerning the velocity of the fluid element.
Introducing the ,rotation
W
.r
vC = u	 vF	 u + v	 (44)
20
where u represents the elastic displacement vector, and v is theM	 V
velocity of the fluid  relative to the case, we can rewrite Eq. (43)  as
f S	 /^+ fe =	 ^° to + c.wxu + wxr +cvxUjxr)l dm..	 w V 1%.•	 ^..	 w	 ...	 ..w	 r r
•
} tv -tZwxv dm = (a. + *U* +2- cjx  u )m * wx r dm
m	 mt
♦ Wx WX^rclrrm)
	
(.JXv) rnm	 (45)
w w	 r	 ^.	 r	 r. ,^, v I
A'1
where m = me + m  is the mass of the rocket per unit length. Moreover.,
:.he radius vector r has the expressionM
r= x4 + y ,J -+ z k + U = ( x +U,c )'L+ (y-+ UI ) j + (z+ uz) k	 (46)
in which ux , uy , and u  are the elastic displacements of the case
element in the x,y, and z directions, respectively.
Invoking the analogy with Eq. (5), we can rewrite Eq. (45) to
read
fS tf e + f^^^^+ f R = tao +u +2,wxu Im+wx _r dm * L'iX X r clrn)M
aot a ) m = a m	 ('I%)
where a is the absolute acceleration consisting of the acceleration
a of the origin 0 and the acceleration a of the case element rela-
tive to the body axes. Moreover
{r
21
1
f 0 =
	
v
_a
^ -u	 ^t Cvm^l-- 
R - - a^ (vv M - dCvv rn^) 5 (^Cro^
(48)
are the Coriolis force, the force due to the unsteadiness of the fluid
flow relative to the case, and the reactive force, respectively, all
per unit length of rocket.
If we express RO in terms of components along axes x,y,z, then the
position of the case element at any time is given by
F^ =R o t r
= C R O% '* U x) ^ + ( R oy + y ♦ uy) j t ( R, t t z4- u,) k	 (49)
M	 ^
Recalling that the unit vectors i, i, and k rotate with angular velocity
^,, the absolute acceleration of the case element: can be written in the
form
Cl
	
CI O a= ^ 	 + a y j+ a Z k	 (50)
A
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where
a x = U+ u.x + CA) y (W+2 uz)- wZCVt2uy) + (wy +wxwz)(z+Uz)
(4 I c3y)( yt l.Uy) — ( W 2 +WZ)(-Ctu1)
ay = V + U y + w 1z CU+ 26 'd - Cil ( W +z u4 +
(51)
41yW )(z+u,) -(c,v +-wZ)(y Lis)
4 z =W +u L+ w,X (V +2u y ) - W Y (U+z6 ' ) (w,^+c^ywzl(Y+uY)
- Cc^ - w W )Cx+u) - Cw''tw Z
 )Cz +uL^y	 x L	 x	 x	 y
In the above expressions the y and z coordinates may be considered
as an offset such as may result from the missile not being perfectly
symmetrical about the x axis.
Similarly, using Eq. (45), the torque equation about point 0
for the rocket element in question takes the form
• •	 •
n 5 +• ng=	 r X [ d o +U +2w .x A + c, xr t cj x(wx r) Cim
m
+	 r x (v+2wxv) dm =	 r x (a^+u+ 2w xL'A )dm
rn	 m
.
+ 	 •+- C.J JC .e +	 Y X v +	 X Y Ci rn	 (52)
M^^	 ^^ V w^	 ^ M »	 ^^ t r
where
'X *X  	 -- ^,xy W y - L xz W Z)  + (- L* x ycJ-A + L YY WY — LYZ WL )1
+ (— Lxz 4J,X — L 7 Z ccJy + L zZ C.^^ Z^ ^^	 (53)
I	 •^ t
•	 r J
i
1
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is the angular momentum of the mass element m about the body axes
x,y,z in which
•t
rn
L LZ 
= r 
(x + u x)t +(y + uy)t d m
L xZ =	 (-X	 2+ut) rim
L yy = 1 	 Jrn
i. X =	 (xtu.X)(y +uy) dmm
i. yz =	 Cy+uy)(r +uZ)CIM
m
(54)
are recognized as the associated moments and products of inertia.
Moreover, 1' is obtained from Eq. (53) by replacing w X , w y , w z by
wX ,
 
WO
 y 
I UO) z , respectively. Equation (52) can be rewritten as
. /
ng + rl g+n '*n U + n R = r Y. ( 0 ^ + U ^Z w xL1)dn1+- +wX,^w	 -	 ^,. _ _
rn	 (55)
where the torques
Irl -z rX( w XV oirn
ri	 -	 r x a C Y rn d m	 (56)y 4 ^
n R = - _r x t^,^(v^m^ A(vv mi S('X{ a)]drn
rn
follow directly from Eq. (43).
Equations (47) and (55) must be supplemented by the continuity
equation, Eq. (15).
Il	 ^.T^^^^•!^/'!!iM':r ►A ^rli► '\'rs+.. +^+^^{sw61^NrIa.. • Is ^'.	 ^	 •
.1
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V	 5. The Equations for the Axial and Transverse Vibrations of a Rocket
s
Let us consider the rocket of the preceding section in which u  is
the axial elastic displacement and u  and u  are the elastic transverse
dis placements in the y and z directions, respectively. Assuming axial
symmetry and uniform muss distribution and, moreover, that the elastic
hi
displacements ux , uy , u  and the angular velocity components w y , wz,
as well as their time derivatives, are small quantities, we can integrate
-^	 Eqs . (47) and (55) and obtain
i t F +F^+ Fu + FR = to -+-u 2wx u ] m dx + c;) x r dmdx twx{c^x rolrn dx)
 s -- a	 _.	 -. ^.	 ^	 ..	 .. J )m
Mao (u + ZCjXIa)rrmdx- w,^ ^(U 'J - U ,I<)rndx 
	
^	 `	 (57)
•I
N +Ne+N^+N^+NR ==	 r x (o at u ♦ Zcj x u)d me► x + (^ + wx 1).,) d x
M ti	 M y 4r	 •ti • • Ir	 +^	 -1. ti 41.
rn
L t wxL -- x Cu t + 2w U  + rv x u y )j - (u y	 6 -ca,XUL)k)rndx
L
	 (58)
Comparing Eqs . (11) and (57) on the one hand, and Eqs . (12) and (58)
on the other hand, we conclude that the elastic motion does not affect
the rigid body motion a^ and w, provided the following relations are
satisfied
U M dx = u M dx - u m d 'x = 0
x u m cl rx	 'x u y rr d 'X = ` 'c is y rn of x = 0Y	 1L	 ^	 L (59)
Ir
'x u Z m ck = -X uz m dx = x •^Z rn d ^ = 0
L	 ^	 L
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We shall assume that this is the case, and indeed Eqs. (59) imply
that the elastic modes of deformation are orthogonal (with respect
to mass) to the rigid body modes of displacement, namely the trans-
lation and rotation of the vehicle as a whole. In view of the above
arguments, the problem can be solved in two stages. In the first stage
we solve for the rigid body motion a 0 and w from Eqs. (11) and (12)
and then, considering 2 0 and w as known, turn to Eqs. (47) through
(56) for the elastic motion_ u.
Equations (47) and (48), representing the equations of motion
z,	 for the three component: u x , uy , u Z of the elastic displacement u, are
of a general form and, before we can attempt their solution, we must
specify the nature of the surface force f s . This force depends not
only on the external aerodynamic forces but also on the internal stresses
in the shell and fluid pressure. Moreover, we must also know the fluid
flow characteristics, as can be concluded from Eqs. (48).
As far as the elastic motion is concerned, the vehicle shell
r	 is assumed to behave like a bar in axial and flexural vibration.
Under these circumstances, the distributed surface force can be written
in the form
t
f =	 a CEA aU ) i.+ - C z(E ICZ a2u ^) ta CP auy^I a	 a	 x	 ax ^JS	 L	 ?c	 x
i
ax	 y	 L	 a X 	 '^ J w L x^x
f 	 L i fA^	 +-^Az	 (60)
I
i
I A... 	 t. . • -	 ,	 .	 .
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EA ^ u"ax (61)
where the first three terms represent the force components due to
internal stresses caused by the axial and flexural vibrations (see,
for example Reference 17, Sections 5-7 and 10-3), the fourth term is
due to internal fluid pressure differential, and the remaining terms
are due to aerodynamic effects. The term P denotes the axial force
on the vehicle due to internal stresses and has the expression
It should be pointed out that the longitudinal stiffness EA c , whererr
'•r
E is the modulus of elasticity and Ac the cross-sectional area of the
casing, and the flexural stiffnesses El cy and ElCz , where Icy and Icz
are area moments of inertia of the case about axes y and z through the
cross-sectional center, take into account the casing material only.
N	 This implies that the unburned propellant possesses inertia propr:rties
but no structural stiffness.
Using the above definitions for the real and equivalent forces
the differential equation for the axial vibration takes the form
-6 EA a U _	 _
M C U +U^x t wy(W + 2u z ) - cj 7 (V +2 uy )+ ( w y +wx Wz) uz
- (L-^ - U) wy) U^, - (W" ^ Ci )C-x + U01	 (62)
P =
4A
r
	 which is subject to the boundary conditions
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**b u .X
t A c W7 — Px i
E A a ^^x 
= PAC ax	 x2
	
a f	 -x = b
	a t	 ?C s - q
(63)
i
'	 4
• •M
3
y ,
1.
where the functions Pxl and Px2 are axial forces exerted by the gases
on the case at the ends x = - a,b.
In a similar manner, the differential equation for the flexural
vibration in the xy-plane is
a2z
- d z C E I cz a 'J Z.
	
a^x P ^aX) + fay + ^,  j t 2w Z v M.0
m [ V t u y + W, U 2 6,x) -- ci,(W +2 uz. ) + (wL + U)x (Jy)(x +U.X
((4i) -WY 	 )U L - (wx +wZ) U y ]	 (64)
with the boundary conditions
r
a uyEICZ at = o	 of x = -a,b
z
- ax (El cz a u : ^ + F'xi aU =p	 at -Xa^
a	 2 _
a^
CEI CZ au 2 )'+-Pxz auy	 P".	 rt x=- aax	 ax
(65)
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The first of boundary conditions (65) indicates that there are no
bending moments at the enis x =
	 a,b, the second and third express
the fact that there may be forces in the y-direction at the ends
x = - a,b resulting from aerodynamic effects as well as due to a
possible change in the flow direction at the Qnd x = - a.
Moreover, the differential equation for the flexural vibration
in the xz-plane is
az	 z
ax	 ^y 
aaui^+ a^ ^
P
 a xL) fAZ m 9 : k - Zw y v M.(
m \n/ t u Z tc^% ,x(V + Z Uy)-w y (U+z6x) + ( 6 , + c.) , w z.) uY
— ((.^ y - C-0 WL)(xt U' ) - Cw.L + wy) uz i
	
(66)
with -the boundary conditions
t
E I S a s LZ - o	 a t x- -Cjy	 ^
a
ax (EIS,, a uL + f x, auL = P	 a► t x= b	 (67)ax	 ax	 LI
a	 aLu t	 a u Z
a-x 	 Q.1 a^ L ^ + pxZ ax ^ ^zz	 at
At this point a discussion of some additional assumptions implied
by Eqs. (62) through (67) is in order. First we note that the aero-
dynamic forces are treated as distributed forces causing no torques
on the case element. Such torques, if they exist, are assumed to affect
only the rocket rigid body rotations. Although the nozzle has finite
Ir
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length, it was assumed, for simplicity, to be of negligible length. 	 ^r
In fact the term Px2 represents the axial force on the nozzle wall
from the gas flow between the two end points of the nozzle. In a more
exact treatment of the gas flow, this assumption may have to be relaxed
by considering the pressure dist ribution along the finite-length nozzle
(see Appendix) .
The flow has been treated as if it possessed no viscosity. As
a result, any reactions between the gases and the unburned fuel are
assumed to be normal to the flow. This is implied by the fact that
the velocity is uniform over the entire cross--sectional area which
implies, in turn, perfect burning in the sense that no gas-dynamic
eccentricity is present. The lack of gas-dynamic eccentricity is en-
sured by any type of radially symmetric flow, of which the uniform flow
is a special case. Any torques due- to gas flow may result from en-
gine thrust missalignment, if at all. Moreover, the velocity of the
flow relative to the body is assumed to have only one component, namely
along the x-axis. Althcugh, due co the transverse elastic displacements
u  and u z , ther-3 are velocity components vauy/ax and vau z/ax in the
y- and z-directions, respectively, the terms involved are assumed to
be small and, therefore, ignored.
11
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Distributed Aerodynamic Forces
Before a Solution for the motLon of the missile can be attempted,
we must determine the distribution of the aerodynamic forces along
the missile. To obtain the transverse forces, we use the method of
virtual masses, whereas the axial forces are obtained by semi-empir-
ical means. The latter forces are assumed to act at several discrete
stations of the missile.
The method of virtual, or apparent mass can be traced to Lamb18.
The method was extended by Munk 19 and Jones 20 and applied to missiles
by Bryson 21 . The present derivation represents an extension of the
method and reduces to the results of References 22, 23, and 24 if -, ait-
able simplifications and assumptions are made.
Consider a missile moving through an infinite expanse of fluid
which is stationary at infinity. With the coordinate system shown
in Figure 5, consider a set of axes x ly l z l , displaced relative to xyz
r
1	 by
r= C^ -4 u x	 -+- u y j + L4 Z k	 (68)
where i,j,k are unit vectors along axes xyz. The x l y l z l
 axes are such
that the x  = 0 plane is a plane at rest with respect to the fluid
far away from the body and such that the x 1•axis is parallel to the
x-axis at the instant under consideration.
Next consider the element of unit length shown in Figure 5, and
define the translational velocity of this element, expressed in terms
l
F,
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of component.	 )nq the coordinate system with origin at 0, by
U s L+ V I 	 W^ ^t
Then the linear momentum of the element expressed in terms of the
same set of axes can be written as
(69)
(70)
in which
LA - U'_ U ,x + cJ J U z — CO z U Y
V, = V + U y + wz(x + L4 - c.^x UZ
H/ = VY + u Z + GJ ,X L43  - W y 6 1 Lt x
and
(71.)
rri . = f S (x)
	 (72)
where p is the free stream density and S is the cross-sectional area.
The distributed force acting on the missile is then
fq - fA 	 +	 J t ^ g z k - d  	 (73)y _ 	 d+
As the axial component for the distributed forces is derived by
a different method, we only consider the derivation for the transverse
components. Considering Eqs. (70) and (71), we can write the compo-
nents for the linear momentum in the functional form
U u u u
	 u w w w rn	 t,=Pi.	 x^y,z,U^v^	 , x, y, Z. 	 x, y- z, ^^	 y ,	 z,	 t 3ti^,
(74)
The total time derivative of Eq. (74) is then
of 
	
CI S a P,d y 	
_	
c7 P^ d rnv
aE	 ax cft t ay mot* - —	 + ,arn^ dt	 x'2,3	 (75)
Introducing Eq. (71) into Eq. (70), using Eqs. (75), and recalling
that the unit vectors i,j,k are rotating, the transverse components
MM	 Y
in Eq. (73) become
fAy '^ - my a y _ M z LV+ uy tw Z(x +L4 -w;t u z, - my U r y-A
u	 aux	 aut
y u z - w Z u y , ---^ + cJ Z t w L _._ IIAJx ax -
 LO + u x
^x	 x
ds+cry u Z - wZ U 'Y	 u y + CO 7- (x ♦ ux)-wx U , S	 (76)
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TAZ = -myGZ' ^n v ^^l+u L+ wx u y -wy (x rux)^ .
+w y u z _ wLU y^r UZ twx 
a_^ 
-w wya^ax	 ax	 y -	 a
+wyui `wzuY LW U z + W ;K L4	 y(x*Ux)]
where ay
 and a  are given by Eqs. (51).
In the above expressions S(x) represents an
IU t i{ x
- [v ..^	 t Ux
^s
^x	 (77)
area in a plan,: per-
pendicular to the elastic axis. For a circular segment this area is
r
S C'x ) = 11 ►- 2 (n	 (78)
r,
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in which r(x) is the radius. For a segment that has fins the equi-
valent area is represented by the expression
S *a ('x ^ = r52 ^^ _ ^ -'-4 ^ 	 (79)
	
$S	 s
in which s is the disc ^.zce from the elastic line of the missile to
the tip of the fins in the cross-flow plane.
The axial aerodynamic force per unit length, f Ax , is defined as
	
f A ,x - - I S, C,x	 (so)
in which q is the free stream dynamic pressure
I 
^O F^O
and c  is the axial coefficient, which in general depends on the
local angle of attack, local sideslip angle and local Mach number.
However, we shall assume that it is only a function of Mach number
and that it acts at discrete stations along the missile. These
stations are generally located at points where there are changes in
the cross-sectional area, such &s at the forward end and the aft end
of the inissile, where the fins are located. Base pressure: also acts
at the aft end of th? missile. Viscous forces due to friction are
neglected. Hence, we can write Eq. (80) as
TAx = " c , S r C7^( M, _x ^) S('x-'x ;)	 (82)
where d (x-x i ) is a spatial Dir.,-,.c delta function.
i
7. Axially Symmetric, Spinning Rocket
As indicated in Section 5, the rigid body motion is indepen-
dent of the elastic motion provided Eqs. (59) are satisfied. As a
first approximation we regard the body as rigid, so that Eqs. (59)
are identically satisfied. The elastic motion is regarded as a per-
turbation or, the rigid body motion.
Let us consider a slender missile, as shown in Figure 6, where
the missile is subject to the following assumptions : (1) the nose
and fins are short in comparison to the total lor.3th of the missile,
so that the transverse aerodynamic forces as!:r,.;iated with the nose
and fins can be regarded as acting at the ends of the missile, (2)
the axial aerodynamic forces act only on nose and fins, where the
nose has the shape of a cone, (3) the missile is unguided and the
thrust is directed along the x-axis at all times, and (4) the in-
ternal flow is steady.
As a result of the first two assumptions, the effect of aero-
dynamic forces on the nose and fins of the missile can be expressed
in the form of boundary conditions. From the third assumption it
follows that the direction cosines have the values kxR r__ it -'yR
t zR = 0. As a result of the fourth assumption, we conclude from
Reference 13 that the internal flow satisfies the equation
^xr AOax
	
;	 (83)
Since the nose and fins are assumed to be short, the missile can be
regarded as being uniform, so that it proves convenient to choose the
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origin of the moving coordinate system xyz at the center of the mis-
sile, from which it follows that a = b = L/2.
To solve for the rigid body motion it is necessary to calcullte
the aerodynamic forces, which can be obtained from Eqs. (76), (77),
and (82). Since as a first approximation the body is regarded as
rigid, Eqs. (71) reduce to
U i = U, VI - V + x w Z ) W i = w - x c,v y	 (84)
so that Eqs.	 (76) and	 (77) become
fAY _ - rnv(V +-X	 - rYt„(V +xwZ)-mvU CA) Z - m v UWz
	
+ M W (w - xw )-U (V+'XCj ' ) dS-	 (85)y	 ^'	 d x
f AZ = - h^ y(^^ -xcay ) - rn v^,^n/- r, wy ^+ n^ v UcJy - rn vwx(Y+xcvZ^
-t-m v w 7
 U — Up 04 - -xc,Jy) 
dx	
(86)
Integrate Eqs. (82), (85), and (86) along the missile length,
use the fact that the forward end is pointed such that S(L/2) = 0,
and obtain
	
LJt
	
h
^Ax = ^A,Kd'X s	 Sr^t^c (M,x S) —	 Sr[Cx(r1,^^2) t C N(rl ,-U2 )] (87)
A	 V S- CLF	 r1,, + Uw -ww xl -r^ v w U-MVV +U _^,
Ay	 C	 Z	 I	 Z	 z
	
Y,	 1L
-- U f w Z L/2 S,	 (88)
FL)
 Z =
	 I A ZC^  'X 	 1 y 	 V GJ,^ L) co + N c^ Vy —  v w + U W" S ^/ z
^L/i J
+Uy cry X 12 S,	 (89)
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in which
Mv= m„L
	
(90)
= ^ C- I/z)	 (91)
4L
	
L12-) - z	 S (-X dx	 (92)L
and n is the number of stations at which axial forces are assumed
to act.
The rigid body aerodynamic torques are found from the first of
Eqs. (26) where
	
r5 ' 'X L	 (93)
and the resulting expressions are
N A. ,^ = o
3	 3	 t
SN - -"' vL (w - wx w L)- =z w +UW p ^/zS,+ U w	 Z^ y	 12	 7	 ,^	 J	 J ^ 4
3
A. -- "'
---" (wt + c^^cuy) 	 iz w L_ UYp^ Z tU^w Z4 S 2.^z
(94).
in which
LIZ
L	 (95)`. LPL
r
1
i
1
i
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It may be noted that there is no torque produced about the longitudinal
axis of the missile by the aerodynamic forces and this needs further
clarification. Physically it may be assumed that there are control
systems to maintain the missile under a steady rolling velocity and
therefore cancel any aerodynamic forces that are produced about the
x-axis. Mathematically the torque vanishes because the missile was
assumed to have negligible width.
With the above expressions for the aerodynamic forces and torques,
the rigid body equations of motion, Eqs. (39), (40), and (42) become
[U + W cry
 `  wL = - s r ^^ ^Cn } pis)* c XC^'1,- ^iL)] + ( Pj- p4) A, + I M i v (x e,'.) — M I s 8
M[v t
 U(A) Z — wwd=_M,WL U - M LV + UV s+ ^(9 s0 C  — Uw ', Li S,
M
w
 [\^ +VW,- Uwy] =+M
v
w j v - M y W+ U W S^^+ Mg c¢ c6 +U«yf j2. S,7- z
(96)
and
Ixx
wx= 0L S +
= -
	+ U
yy 	 y	 x Z	 ' z 	y	 f'	 J	 4
2
,r yy C w Z + W^ wy ) — -- "'^ =- W Z -- UY i 5 , + U WZ 4 St^2	 J
(97)
in which we introduced the notaticn
M* =m+MIr
(98)
The differential equations (96) and (97), together with Eqs. (34)
and (35), must be solved simultaneously to obtain the position and
orientation of the missile as a function of time.
Before turning to the elastic motion of the missile, a few
mathematical preliminaries must be considered, the first of which
deals with the transformation of a nonhomogeneous differential equa-
tion with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions into a nonhomogeneous
differential equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. For
a discussion of this type of transformation, see the text by L.
Meirovitch (Reference 17, Section 7-14). To accomplish our aim we
introduce the transformation
Ux(x,t) = w,(x,t) + F'" W 5^(x) t Fxz c40 9 z cx )	 (99)
where g  and 92 are so chosen as to render the boundary coalitions,
Eqs. (63),  in terms of w  (x, t) homogeneous. Introducing Eq . (99)
into Eqs. (63), and insisting that the boundary conditions in terms
of w 1
 have the form
W.
	
(100)EAR a^	 ^A^ ax -x=^/2	 x—_^^L
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we are led to the following relations
	
E A d9'	 -	 E 4 ^9	 = oG d x 
,X ^ ^'a.	 )	 C d x ^l ^ '1'^1
	
E Q C c' 91	 = o	 E A C a 9z	 = o
	
clx 	 dx Ix =_^I	 i
It is not difficult to verify that expressions
EA R	 h(x	 E A c a —. — I—h^^ c^- L/ 2.d/x
	
ax
(101)
(102)
where h(x-x 0 ) is a unit step fun::tion applied at x = x 0 , satisfy
conditions (101). Integrating Eqs. (102), and substituting the
result into Eq. (99), we obtain
u (x,t) = w,(x,t) t R" N- LA) h(X —LI2) -t Px z ^,X+L/L^^^_h(x+-L/-Lx	 E Ac	 E,%C (103)
Similarily we make the transformations
U y (x,-t.) = w2 (-X)-.) + P^f I (t) 9.3(-x) +- R'z (L) 9 4 (-c)
U 	 (x,t) = w3 (x ,-t) + PZ , (t) 3 5 (-X.) + Pz z (t) g^(x)
(104)
and require the boundary conditions, Eqs. (65) and (67), to have
the form
40
2
ca \Nt
E I C Z Z) -x = O	 at -x= - L/4 ) L/z
a!W^ + p_ EIG	 awe _
	
z ^.x 	 of x — L/z	 (105)
	
_ E I as W p a W, 
=	
- -
and
:1	 a 3E I C y w 
a .- O 	
a t ,^ _^^Z viz
x
6 -X J	 X1 ax 	 (106)
E I Cy
^3 
—W3	 a w`	 a x + P 2 W, 0 04 X= -L12
It is not difficult to show that
J N) _ - I	 'X - L/ z`3 h ('X- L/2.)3	 6EI^y
`x) 	
3
4 y	 [ I - h (,X -i- L/,Z)
1	 39 s ^"^ -	 E Z^ ^ 'X - L'/ 2) h N - L/ 7-
9 N) 3 — 6 ^E I (?c +- L/z)  C (— h ('X +- L/ 7CZ
(107)
r ^
• T	 ••^FM^Ikr11►l.^+lsilYiN.•	 :^w.^	 «rria•
t
Y~
satisfy the necessary requirements so that Eqs. (104) become
U (x,t)= w Cx,t)- p''' ( A- L/7 )3 	 Z (x ♦-L/0 I- h(xt L/z)y	 z	 6 EI
	
cy	 GEICY
3	 3
u Z (x ,t) - w 3 Cx,t) - pZ ' (x -- LPL) h	 - P= (x +L1 [6 EICZ	 6 Elcz.
(108)
These transformations, Eqs. (103) and (108), will be used subsequently
to solve the boundary value problem associated with the clastic displa-
cements-of the missile.
One more mathematical preliminary is in order and this deals with
the solution of the boundary value problems. The solution is possible
by means of modal analysis, provided the mass m Js constant. This,
of course, is not the case but let us assume for the moment that it is.
The modal analysis amounts to solving the eigenvalue problem associated
with the constant mass system, obtain the so-called normal modes, and
express the system response as a superposition of the normal modes
multiplied by corresponding generalized coordinates; such a solution
is referred to as normal-mode vibration. Because the actual boundary-
value problem possesses time-dependent coefficients, however, no
normal-mode vibration is possible. Nevertheless, by virtue of the
uniform-burning assumption, it turns out that a procedure based on the
normal-mode approach can be used here to obtain sets of ordinary
differential equations which are far simpler to solve than partial
differential equations. But, because the normal modes imply a physical
41
behavior which the actual system does not possess, we shall_ regard the
42
solution as a superposition of eigenfunctions associated with the
constant-mass system, rather than superposition of normal modes.
To this end we will assume that
W, (-X , t, ^	 r (x^ q r W
rsi
	
V
w2(X )t) =	 'vr,('x	 r Ctl
\	
o0
W-S ( -x,t ) --	 ^r^^c) Kr(t)
r..
(109)
.t.
where q r , n r , "r are generalized coordinates and w  and v  are certain
functions representing the normal modes. To obtain p  we consider the
eigenvalue problem con5isti.ng of the differential equation
Z
E A J.^.." + X1 ^, o ff. = O	 (110)
over the domain -L/2 < x < L/2 and the boundary conditions
L12 
_	 ^` L/z) = O	 (111)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to x. The eigen-
value problem, Eqs. (110) and (111), corresponds to the axial vi-
bration of a uniform, constant mass bar with both ends unconstrained.
The solution of the problem can be shown to consist of the denumberably
infinite set of eigenfunctions (see, for example, Reference 1.7, pp.
151-154)
I
r = z./m o L C0 5 ri( (x/L - I /z)
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r= 1,2,3 --- (112)
d
r
and the eigenvalues
S'L r 	(- -IT JEA"/rn(J^ 	 (11"3)
Tho eigenfunctions are orthogonal to one another and, in addition,
are normalized so as to satisfy the relation
L/z
tn 0 / A
 r (x^^ 5 r^x C^ x =	 rS	 r, 5 I, 2 ,3,- - -
- L/2	 (114)
where 6 r is the Kronecker delta. The eigenfunction corresponding to
r = 0 represents the rigid body mode i3O = 411m0L and the associated
eigenvalue is zero, 00 = 0, as is to be expected for a semidefinite
system. It is easy to see also that 
u0 is orthogonal to the eigen-
functions us (s = 1,2,3, --- ).
Similarily to obtain 
v  
we consider the eigenvalue problem for
transverse vibration of a uniform beam comprising the differential
equation
E I v, _
2
c	 rn o -rJ
	
(115)
►	 .
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and the boundary coz;ditions
0
	
at 7t - -L /z , L/z .	 (116)
The solution to this problem ( also given in Reference 17, Sections
5-10 and 10-5) consist of th- denumberably infinite set of eigen-
functions . They can be s}io4m to have the expressions
C
C.05   'x
 + COS r x )
ll^m 1.	 Co	 Cosh poll t_iL -
yr —
1	 (117)
frn (
sit,	 +
 Sin k
	x
-, r ) r - ,? 14,6 --S1r1 P r L1 2.
	 S^ r^^ ^
1r-L/L
	 1
where th^ eigenvalues are found by solving the equation cos R L-
r
cosh t r L = 1, or equivalently
tan 	 + t 4 n h z
Ia n fry — ta r k f z - d
in which Z
r-= 3 , 5--
(118)
r= Z04)(01
(119)
Tr	 E Ic
The e ?_genfunctions are orthogonal to one another and are also nor-
malize' so as to satisfy
f	 '
.	 I
r
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LIZ
m o vr (-c)vs (-x)dx = ors
- IA	 (120)
It may be noted that two rigid body modes exist and it is not dif-
ficult to show that they are orthogonal to the remaining eigenfun c-
tions.
a) Axial vibration of a rocket.
Using the above assumptions and the aerodynamic forces of the
previous. section we may write Eq. (62) as
t
CAS U? - SrCx(^,yz^^^x- L/z)- SrCx(j'1^yL^^(x+t/z^+h1
x	 `	 °^	 y
m^U, ut c^Y (W *^.u t ) — wL(V+ zia.J )+ ( C, Y +CJ X
 WZ ) uz (wZ_WxW0UY
- (x + u,)^ U-3 y 
`'^ z ) 	 (121)
while the boundary conditions, Eqs. (63), retain their form
E Ac d= = Pxax
au^E AC a = RX 2
at x = L/ z.
(122)
4t X = L17
Using the transformations defined by Eqs. ( 003) and (108), Eq. (121)
becomes
I
i
V 1 ♦" ~ .
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a2
-EA R ax^t'-r'^^'^-"^'C^.'yt)w- ^'^:^C^-pit)-P2 ^(x+^^z)
(M) L/)S (-A -L/Z)-5Sr.C-,(^j -L/,) r (_, +
+ rrn 5 , L — M t U -^ cry W ^, Z V — M 1. ? (-J J vV 3
- ZWz, Vz + (w tcJ% W '.)w3— (w^—w,A wy)W" —x(wy +^,Z )^
(123)
while the koundary conditions, Eqs. (122) become
a w,	 (124)
We may now use the expressions given by (109) in Eq. (123) with the
result
_ EA,/ rc^ ^ rn^r Yr n(0 ' +^^^` PX (x - L/2) " pxz S ^x♦ LIZ)r	 P
—q_Sr Cx^l„1,1./t)^Cx•-L/z^-^tSrCx^M,-^^z^^^^c+L^2)^ hey ^ ^Y
^U + W y w W zV] — m ?W y^. yr —zCj ^ T^r
r	 r	 r	 r
C^ y } wX w Z) 7— Vf-Lr	 c.`' — W % wy) I -^ r I rr	 r
'X (w Z+WZ 	 (125)Y
V-
41•
• r
	
I
.0
.
	 4
i
Use Eq. (110), multiply Eq. (125) by u s , integrate along the missile,
use the orthogonality conditions and obtain
(CO, + W') 5, 1 	 ;L
U v r - 	IC^r= P' I "k4l(L/2') — PXI/(' 1 1 ( IL)
S0.[CX\ ,L^ZJ/^I L^ z lt C^,_ Li^J r \- y^ )^ rr,^	 [ZWY ^S- 7C"`y L n s+ ((J^'
!.3.L 	 S	 ^/L	 t
- wxwZ)I^s Cw Z - w,^wy)^ s^  m ovsCx ^(x)dx + (may twz) ^ o -c^U r(x) d x
yz	 -LI- U
r= 1, z,3, ---	 (126)
which are subject to the initial conditions
I^
11
L/i
^r(0) _ rn- pW ,N , 0))Ar(-X) d x
Liz
L'/t
1'` r °	 rn o W 2 (^(, 0) yr (-x) CI x
- y'L
I
viz
r. (0) =	 r,-)0 W 3 (IX ) 0) vr (x)dx,
^./z
• 	 a \N (^, o)
WO )	 m o a -^.	 r^xl O^ 7C
6 W 1(-XIO 
-7,,Ir (x) d;c?^t
awl rCx) d x
at
(127)
•^ r 
(U) - rn oy
rn
,.-	
The functions Pxl and Px2 are forces due to internal fluid flow and
thrust. Their form is similar to that of Reference 1.3 whicr: is
PIx, = ^ ^^CL^Z),	 px2 `- p A^( ^/2^ - C ^a - Pe) At-v(-K,,01 o^	 (128)
in which M0 is the total mass M 0 =^ m0 dx and S is the burning rate.
_ &, L
Eqs. (128) are obtained by considering Eq. (83) and the thrust force.
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b. Transverse vibration of a rocket.
ConFider the differential equation for vibration in the xy-plane.
Assuming constant stiffness, I cy = I cz = I co neglecting Coriolis forces
(see Reference 16, page 14) , and us.-.ng Eq. (76) , we write Eq. (62) as
4
- El 
c a u^ + a ^ P a uy + M	 _ rn v Ut u + w u,-^.a c-^ buy^^	 ax^	 9 - 1 	 x	 y `	 y^^ axx	 L
+- CO Z + C4-)
z 
^_	
-- w^ 
a U z -
	
S `y + u y -+- WZ (x A- u,^) - cam, X GI Z
a'x	 a x	 L
+ u y + W Z ^ u + Z u,^) - c^ (^•^/ + 2 ^,c Z) ^ wZ^ 7, c ux'r*- w ci ( x + u x
- 
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, y wZ uz - Cc^x wz ^a y1	 (129)
in which we introduced the notation
r1l * 	t7i + rnzr = M ct MV } MV .	 (130)
Introducing the transformations, Eqs. (103) and (108) into Eq.
(129) , using expressions (109) as well as Eqs. (115) , and (61) , multi-
plying the resulting expression by v S , integrating along the missile,
and using the orthogonality conditions, we obtain
I-n►^'' o r	 my '1 r 	 t	 r 	M 	 z	 rno	 x	 z^ rl r
^iZ 	_ 	 wL
s
-- ^, G E A c.(
	
	 zs	 dx -}- M y L) ^	 C ^,	 v dxL	 $ P 	 t	 f-	 t t-1	 ZI q 1
/-L	 L
rn 3 	 w	 / •
o L-	 t	 ^t	 /	 C	 ` z _pS t	
—L^1	 S	 L/
^^	 5	 z
} COx (A-)y r f' .j t; s1 S , ±-	 l ^t Z S +w Z ^s Mo i , S yrhi v
	o	 !' i
.,
i
(131)
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1♦
	
mo	 (w	 or^ - w z r^ )^1^ - wx ) M zJS t r d ^c
S t	 y z	 S	 ^	 `^-^.
LiL	 - z
CO %^ 	 h3 ^,^ ^U v d x -} ►n	 ^w 'L -w c.^ Q fY? ^^^v d x
	
rn	 z 5 t `^ S^ t
	
s/U ►'	 rn 5{ r 3 z'1 s L f 4— ti° s E r
-,V.L
— Ii1 ^^ r `-	 CJy 
^L_.-o cJz + .t
—d C.^x 	^ — Py z F^
 ( L12-1. a	 ^^	 e
k 
r
e,hich are subject to the initial conditions, Eqs. (127).
."he transverse boundary forces Pfl and Py2 arise from aero-
dynamical effects and can be obtained from Eq. (76). They are simply
the definite integrals of the last term in Eq. (76) with proper inte-
gration limits. The forward portion of the missile is assumed to
consist of a cone starting at x = L/2 and ending at x = x 11 at which
point. r ( xn ) - r	 licnce
5 
+rr
	
-K 
_ 'TIJ t'2 ('x) _ IT	 ( /^.Z - x 
\ h- 	 2	 / Z
	 ?C	 'X ,n	 (1.32)
L h
from which
	
C1 /x	 ( L/z_" -x')z ^ /z — x
	 (133)
so that
YL
z'iT ry z
P = +	 L	 —^	 U tu ^A 	 V (Az -wz uy1 V^ u +^,Z(x,.ux)-C^xUz (t7lz- x1 d)c
_	 r	 S
=`^1' r-'` Z ^ U -+1. s s`^^Z^ +/ ^^y Ii r aizi rrl' ^ 1 ^^ + ^? L
	
S t`	 r
L-4-	 GJ Z q, ( /^ (^ L^ ) 
-t^	 Lrj r - G^1x I^ r J	 ^L/Z^
	
(134)
S	
t'
'X r S* — r* L,/ 2
7c r - L/Z (137)
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hhe aft force, Py2 , is found in a similar manner. Because the
equivalent area for the finned region is
sZ + ^^	 xr c 'K < - L/z (13 5)
and since r = r is constant, whereas s is the variable, we obtain
C4 S t -4 S _ t--4 ) ds	 (136)
d ^c	 S 3	 d 'X
Let s increaze linearly from s = r to s = s , where s is the dis-
tance from the center line of the missile to the tip of the fin at
1
its aft end. Then
SA - r#5	 (-A -L-/	 x t-
r	 Z. )
in which x  is the position from thn origin along the missile axis
to the point where the fin begins. Hence
ds	 S -
CI'X —	 ^C r L/'.
(138)
and F .. t? 36) becomes
r *	 ^	 ^r S# r L/2 r 4 5'- r	 x ^. S^ r ^/z _ 3 S _ r ^ lY	 x I-	 ^ Xt	
_	
C	 L,OIX	 ` 7tr- L/z	 'X - L/	 X - Lj	 ar- L-/Z	 ?^r-	 t1-	 .2	 r	 t (139)
Using Eq. (76), we write
P= -P z-^ C	 )C^tu x ^w u -w u v u t Cxtux) -w„ut Sx ^? xY 2
	
x /t	 .Y Z Z	 Y	 1	 r
x F-S — f r 1-. .^-
	
V.Y4
	 '*' rx	
x 
+ 7( r S * — y-" L/z -3
-x - L/2	 xr - yZ 	 — L-/2.r 	 r
(2s ) s ,	 ^ S fs ^'
+ J(W
Ir	
Y t^'- wZ ,^^_)y,.(-: 	 t 
`vi L t^
	 S S^-^Z) ^^(^r wx K ►-^v ^-^/2)
(140)
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I.	
For vibration in the xz-plane we use the same technique as above
and obtain the equation for K r
 in the form
p
rno	
o r 	 r	 y	 rr^	 ^	 ^
1
rno	 o	 y J ^r
1
1	 (	 t'1"11	 1
S {Sit E Ac ,u{ vs olx — 
	
U C^y C n o^ s ?h dx
	
Li z 	 --
`/L+ m ^^' CK mq	 ,	 ^^ ^^0 
5 t Vs t + wx^t m^}'lsvt zi
r
 °1^( 
	 o z CJy ^s
+ C'^ y 
Q_	 C^ `	 v	 _
V S- ^x Z F' S J h-^ o ^y
 OP S t^ Ci,y s^ m o s Z-)r ?C
rn /s4,	 !!!-V+4, ^) r,,^v v'v alx - Vi' `' a,	 rn	 'vS	 s	 S `^t x t L	 5 t r	 h10 Y^	 S^t e"P=	 r J?(
rn
	
w,, ^5 Yis) t m^ vs^ t r d x -t 1'^' ^` w	 _	 w w
s t _ 	 m^ x'1 I ^^ y z
^-I s
t'r'1	 p S
'" —'^ LJ W – J^
mo y z mop-^'x^'r?r— Rivr(LIL)-Pzz
	
p r-I,z,3^---
.(141)
where the initial conditions, Eqs. (127), apply and
P	 -T --^ r z j U 	 s^ 4 
	 Cjz: ri r) 7j,,( LIZ  -L	 rS	 r	 2.
w y c - 5 
/ 
ycs ( L/Z) -1' (^{ r
	
r	
Wx r r
S Y A142)
p
N
z= -p Tr (s*- r^C2s ^`- P2') + q ^z `-^-")L- S,.Z^ iU ^-^ ' pus (-^/z) t (^,, K
s	 r
S Y /	 r r
A143)
This completes the development of the differential equations for
the elastic displacements.
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8. Results
The equations of moticn wc, re solved numeric,-illy on an IBM 360/65
computer. The reference conficuration used was as follows:
E = 30x10 6 psi , p(L/2) = 1000 psi
	 L = 100 in.
2Ac = 7.53 in	 , mog = 4.25 lbs/in
	 , m`g _ 0.5 lbs/in/sec
I  = 93 in 	 , v(x e ,t) = 1000 £t/sec	 0(0) = 90 deg
wx = 0 rad/sec , w  (0) = w Z (0) = 0 rad/sec , ^(0) = y(0) = 0 rad ,
U(0) = V(0) = W(0) = 0 ft/sec X(0) = Y(0) = Z(0) = 0 ft.
u  (x, 0) = u  (x, 0) = 0 ft.
uy (x, 0) = 10 -6 (cos , -	 ) + 0. 5x10 -6 (sin 2 Lx _ 6L) , ft.
The results obtained by using this configuration are shown in
Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7 the rigid body translation is shown as a
function of time and in :F igure 8 the elastic motion of the missile is
shown during a time interval approaching t = 0.001 sec. It may be
noticed from Figure 8 that the axial deflection has the appearance of
waves traveling along the length of the missile.
A comparison with results obtained for a different configuration
at a given time are shown in Fi gure 9. Figure 9a presents results
obtained by using the angular velocity w  as a parameter. There is
no change in axial deflection due to a change in w x . Figure 9b shows
the effect of varying the in t erval pressure, p(L/2). Figure 9c shows
the results for different values of the exit velocity v(^:e ,t) whereas
Figure 9d shows the effect of the time rate of change of mass. In all
'► 	 above cases the variable u x , u  or u  are not shown when no significant
.	 J
f . .	
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changes occur due to changes in the parameters. Sometimes, due to the
scale chosen, small changes in the variables cannot be readily plotted,
so that several cases are represented by one curve.
The effect of aerodynami7 forces was also investigated. For
the burning times considered their influence is primarily felt in the
transverse deflection whose magnitude is slightly smaller with
aerodynamic forces than without. The effect could be dramatized by
using a greatly exaggerated scale, but this would serve no purpose as
the shape of the curves is the same. The aerodynamic forces begin
to be felt at larger times than those investigated.
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APPENDIX
-
- Calculation of the Engine Thrust.
The purpose of a nozzle is to convert the enthalpy of the flowing
gas into kinetic energy in an efficient manner while, at the same time,
restricting the escape of the gas to a rate suitable for the propellant
reaction inside the combustion chamber. We shall assume that the nozzle
under consideration is convergent-divergent, designed to allow an isen-
tropic expansion to an ambient pressure less than critical. In the
convergent portion of the nozzle, before the throat, the flow is sub-
sonic, reaching sonic 'Level at the throat section, at which point the
flow properties are referred to as critical, and becoming supersonic
in the divergent portion after the throat. Although losses may occur
in the nozzle, they are assumed to be small so that the analysis is
based on the equations for one-dimensional isentropic steady flow of
a compressible perfect gas.
Let us consider the one-dimensional isentropic flow of Figure
Al and assume that the stagnation conditions, denoted by the subscript
0, are known. tinder these circumstances, we may write the equations
governing the flow as follows:
First the flow must satisfy the first law thermodynamics.
Considering the control volume shown in Figure Al, and denoting the
enthalpy per unit mass by h, this law can be stated
I V% - ^j t + 2 'V 2 - ^1 Z + z V 2	 (Al)
Assuming that there is no friction or heat transfer present, the
second law of thermodynamics beccmes simply
V
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S = 5 0
 = cons-t	 (A2)
or the entropy s is constant, as implied by the name of the type of
flow under consideration.
The flow must also satisfy the countinuity equation. Since there
is no mass addition within the nozzle, we must have
f, A, v, ^ _PL A `'v'
 ---I 
c0nSt	 (A3)
where the flow properties at stations 1 and 2 a ye denoted by the cor-
responding subscripts.
Similarly the flow must satisfy the momentum equa tio n. Denoting
the force exerted by the nozzle wall on the gas by FT , this equation
can be written
Z _
	 t
^T -- p^ A - (^t A Z 
= ^z 
A ZYz	 p A j v .	(M)
Equations (Al) through (M) must be supplemented by the equati on
of state which for a perfect gas has the form
p^pRT	 (A5)
in which R is the universal gas 2onstant and T the temperature.
5C
The above relations can i)e used to derive expressions for the
pressure, density, etc., at any point along the nozzle. For a perfect
gas the speed of sound is given by
► ^ ic = (k RT)'	 (A6)
where
k-a CP/c,
	 (A7)
in which c  and c  are the specific heats. Then the -ollowinq relations
can be shown to ::old true.*
T ^kz^} M Z	 ( A 8)T
k_
=
1	 +	 z	 z	 k-1	 (A9)
D b 	 _ 1 -t	 k_^	 m	 l k-%	 (AlO )
2	 J
where M = v/c is the Mach number. Moreover, the cross - sectional area
A at any point is related to the cross-sectional area A* at the throat
by
k ^-
A	 C ,o	 Z	
+ 
k_,
	 z	 Zck-- ► y
-	 l 	 M
	
z.	
(Al 1)
* See Reference 15, Section 13-5.
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n •^r11:	 ^	 .	 • _	 r^^.f-.•f.^`	 ;, 	 .^••^.	 ..
♦
•^	 qtr
/. ^f^^r^r ^..•r	 .•F^
	
•^-V . A.	 i+	 aat •..^-.µ •M^ h .^.	 ..'•.mow•	 +	 -	 -•..
where
q ` J
	
•f	 (Al2 )
is the mass flow per unit area at any point and
	
C^-	k * J	 A 13a► 	
R 'To	
(	 )
is the mass flow per unit area at the throat.
Equations (A8) through (A13) are sufficient to determine the isen-
tropic flow in tie nozzle provided the stagnation conditions are known.
We are interested primarily in the flow conditions at the nozzle exit.
For a given rocket design the cross-sectional areas A  and A * may be
regarded as known. Since k is also a known quantity, we can use Eq.
(Ail) and obtain the Mach number M e at the exit. Introducing this
value into Eq. (A9) we can determine the exit pressure p^, which en-
ables us to write the expression for rocket thrust
(A14)
for flight in vacuum. If the rocket operates in the lower fringes of
r
	 the atmosphere, then the term p aAe , where p a is the atmospheric pres-
sure, must be subtracted from the right side of Eq. (A14).
F-r =	 4 e ^" f'e. A eve (A15)
l
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In the above anal ysis, we have assumed that the stagnation con-
ditions are known. This assumption necessitates further scrutiny.
The stagnation conditions are determined by events occurring upstream
of the nozzle. The flow in tho combustion chamber may be regarded as
a steady, adiabatic flow in a channel of uniform cross-sectional area
wi,.h mass addition at constant enthalpy, and at negligible kinetic
energy. The flow is not isentrepic and the stagnation conditions are
not constant but decreasing as the nozzle is approached. This problem
is discussed in detail in Reference 11. The conclusion that can be
reached is that for a Mach number less than 0.4 in the combustion
chamber the drop in the stagnation pressure may not be significant.
Hence, we shall assume that the stagnation pressure as well as the
remaining stagnation conditions occurring at the fore end of the ccrm-
bustion chamber are equall y applicable to the nozzle. In a more refined
analysis of the gas flow this assumption may have to he revised.
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Figure 6 — Rocket Characteristics
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